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1. INTRODUCTION 
For any element z of any ring A, its kth powers zk are defined induc- 
tively as follows: L_’ = z, zk =zk-‘z for ka2. Let w,(z, A) (resp. uk(z, A)) 
denote the smallest s such that z is the sum (resp. a sum or difference) of s 
kth powers (if no such s exists, we use the symbol 00). Evidently, 
u,(z, A)< w,(z, A). Let wvk(A) (resp. ok(A)) denote the supremum of 
u’,(z, A) (resp. uk(z, A)) over all elements z of A with finite w,(z, A) (resp. 
u,(z, A 1). 
When k is odd, rk(A)= r+lk(A). In any case, uk(A)<2wk(A). If 
char(A) #O, then ok(A) < wk(A). When k = 1, u,(z, A) = w,(z, A) = 1 for 
any z #O. The invariant w2(A) is known (for commutative associative A 
with 1) as “Plister dimension,” “Quamdratstufe,” “reduced height,” and 
“Pythagoras number” of A (see, e.g., [S]). 
If A =Z, the integers, then w*(Z)=4 by Lagrange’s theorem. By a 
theorem of Hilbert, wk(Z) < co for all k. Many mathematicians worked to 
compute or estimate the numbers uk(Z) = u(k) and wk(Z). Usually, in this 
area (Waring’s problem for Z) one deals with the numbers g(k) and G(k) 
which are defined as the smallest s such that every (sufficiently large, in the 
case of G(k)) natural number is the sum of at most s positive kth powers 
in Z. 
Evidently, uk(Z) = u(k) d wk(Z)=g(k) when k is even, and wk(Z) = 
ok(Z) = v(k) when k is odd. Table I summarizes the best bounds known for 
u(k), g(k), and G(k) with small k (see [l, 6, 7, 9, 19, 201). 
Clearly, 3 <u(k) < G(k) + 1 for all k 2 2. It is known [l, 6, 111 that 
k + 1 d G(k) 6 (log(lO8k’))/(log(k/(k - 1)) - 4 < k(3 log(k) + 4.7) for all k, 
and G(k) d 2k(log(k) + log(log(k)) + 6) for k 3 4,ooO. The value of g(k) is 
known for all k except k = 4. In particular [6], 2k + [($)“I - 2 <g(k) d 
2” + [ ($) k] + [ ($)“I - 2 for all k, and the lower bound is sharp for 
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TABLE 1 
Upper and Lower Bounds for u(k), G(k), g(k) with 2 <k C 11 
k 2 3 4 5 6 I 8 9 10 11 
u(k) B 3 4 9 5 6 1 17 13 12 I1 
u(k) < 3 5 10 10 14 14 28 29 30 28 
G(k)> 4 4 16 6 9 8 32 13 12 12 
G(k) < 4 7 16 23 36 52 73 88 104 119 
g(k) B 4 9 19 31 73 143 219 548 1079 2132 
g(k) s 4 9 21 37 13 143 279 548 1079 2132 
5 6 k Q 200,000 and for all sufIiciently large k. By contrast, the only value 
of v(k) or G(k) with k 3 3 known precisely is G(4) = 16. 
It is easy to see that G(k) B 4k and u(k) 2 2k + 1 when k = 2” with m >, 2. 
One conjectures that G(k) Q 4k and v(k) d 2k + 1 for all k. 
Many problems and results of number theory have been extended from 
the ring Z of integers to rings of algebraic numbers and rings of algebraic 
functions in one variable over finite fields. Usually, problems in non-zero 
characteristic are easier than the corresponding problems in zero charac- 
teristic. A good example is the Riemann hypothesis. 
However, it has not been the case with Waring’s problem in non-zero 
characteristic. Although the case k = 2 was dealt with (see, e.g., [4]), it was 
posed in [lo, p. 1091 as an open problem whether w,((Z/2Z)[x])< co (it 
was observed in [lo] that this inequality is equivalent to o,(Z]x]) < co). 
We solve here this problem. 
Moreover we show that uk(A) 6 wp(A)< k3 for any commutative 
associative algebra A with 1 of transcendence degree 1 over any field of 
characteristic p #O (this includes all rings of algebraic functions in one 
variable over all finite fields; if the field above is infinite, no restriction on 
the transcendence degree is necessary) and any k. We also obtain an upper 
bound for wp(A) of the form w,JA) < Ck log(k), where C depends only on 
p. It seems that the precise bounds for u,JA) nd w,JA) depend heavily on 
the arithmetic of the number k, and that (like for Z) linear in k bounds are 
conceivable. 
In fact, we will obtain sharper upper bounds for uk(A) and wk(A) with 
more general algebras A. Namely, we study uk and We of an arbitrary 
algebra A with 1 over any field F. The formula 
k-l 
;& (-l)k-l-i (x+i)k=(E-l)kP’xk=k!x+k!(k-1)/2 (1) 
shows that Uk(A) <c (k; ‘) = 2k-’ when k! A = A. It is not so easy and 
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well known that the upper bound 2/‘ ’ here can be replaced by k3 and by 
even smaller numbers when char(F) = 0 (see Sect. 2 for details). 
It follows from proofs in [16] that up(A) is bounded by a function of k 
on the class of all commuative associative algebras A over infinite fields. In 
[lo] such a function is given explicitly as follows: t!*(A) d 2; u,(A) 6 12; 
a,(A)<3(k-2)((p-1)!)P with p=(k-l)Am’-l for all kg4. For 
instance, when k = 4, this number 3(k - 2)((~ - l!)/l is 6(25!)26 which is a 
pretty large number. We improve on this upper bound for ilk(A) pushing 
it down to the polynomial bound II~(A ) ,< k’ for all k. In fact. we obtain 
sharper bounds for more general A as shown in Table IV and 
THEOREM 3. Let A be an algebra with 1 over a f?eld F, C = center(A), 
p = char(F), k a natural number. Assume that either kA # 0 or A = C. 
Assume also that F contains at least k distinct sums of kth powers in C (e.g., 
F is infinite). Then vk(A) <k’. More precisellt. 
(a) u,(A)<3k2(k- 1)/4 when kb2; w,(A)<3k2(k- 1)/4 when k>2 
andp#O; 
(b) uk(A) < 2(k - 1) k log(k) when p = 0 and k > 2; 
(c) vk(A) 6 w/AA) d (p - 1)/2)(k(p - 1)’ + 1) log,(k(p - 1)’ + 
1) when p # 0 and F contains at least k(p - 1 )4 + 1 distinct k th powers in 
C(e.g., card(F) 3 k2( p - 1 )4 + 1); 
(d) up(A)< wJA)<k(k+ 1)/2 when F isfinite; w,(A)<2k- 1 when 
F is finite and k4 < card(F). 
This theorem will be proved in Section 2 (part (b)), Section 3 (part (d)), 
Section 4 (part (c)), and Section 5 (part (a)). Sharper bounds will be 
obtained in our proofs. Table IV gives better bounds for small k (see 
Sects. 2 (case p = 0) and 6 (case p # 0) for details). 
TABLE IV 
Upper Bounds for uk(A) and wk(A) for 2 <k < 6 
under the Conditions of Theorem 3 
p=char(F) 0 2 3 5 7 11 13 17 >19 
uz(A 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
w(A 1 cc 1 3 2 3 3 2 2 3 
v,(A) = Q(A) 4 4 1 3 4 3 4 3 4 
u,(A) 6 1 4 6 4 4 4 6 6 
wad A 1 m I 6 10 6 6 6 6 IO 
u,(A)=w,(A) 8 4 7 1 5 8 5 5 8 
UA) 8 4 2 4 12 8 10 8 8 
M’JA 1 cc 4 3 4 21 12 10 8 21 
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To bound w,JA) for algebras A over “small” fields F, we will assume that 
A = C and is of finite transcendence degree over F. 
THEOREM 5. Let A be a commutative associative algebra with 1 of 
finite transcendence degree t over a finite field F. Then u,JA) < w,JA) < 
k+l+tW for all k>2, where W=w,(F(y)[.x])<min(3k2(k-1)/4, 
((p- 1)/2)(k(p- I)*+ l)log,(k(p- I)‘+ 1)) with p=char(F). 
2. ALGEBRAS OF ZERO CHARACTERISTIC 
We will check here the upper bound for vk(A) claimed in Theorem 3 and 
TableIV. Set a(k)=k-i for 2<k< 11, 
log(W) 
log((k-l),(k-2))+’ 1 
for k > 26, and let a(k) be given by Table VI when 12 <k < 25. 
By [2, 7, 8, 12, 203, for any k > 2, there are natural numbers ai, bi such 
that 
z(k) r(k) 
,F, (as-b;)=0 for s=l,...,k-2 and 1 (a~-‘-b~-‘)=c#O. 
i=l 
(7) 
Equations (7) can be written as the identity 
x(k) 
c ((x + ai)k - (x + bi)k) = kcx + c,,. (8) 
i= I 
Sincec#Oandlog((k-l)/(k-2))= -log(l-l/(k-l))>l/(k-l), (8) 
implies the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 9. For any k 3 2, the form x: + . . . + xttkI - yf - . . * - yt,,, 
of degree k in 2a(k) variables represents every element of every ring A = kcA 
TABLE VI 
The Values a(k) for 12 <k < 25 
k 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 
a(k) 14 14 20 28 26 30 34 42 54 58 65 12 84 96 
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with I. In particular, uR(A) 6 2a(k) < 2(k - 1 ) k log(k) ,for any afgebra A 
over the rational numbers and any k >, 2. 
When k= 6 or 8, we can sharpen this upper bound for uk(A) using 
formulas of [7, 171 which have the form 
k -2 
1 ((cjx+d,)k-(c;x-ddi)k)=a,,x 
,=I 
with integers a, # 0, c,, di. 
This gives the following corollary 
COROLLARY 11. V k=6 or 8, then the form xl;+ .*. +xf-*- 
y:- . . . - yz- z of degree k in 2k - 4 variables represents every element of 
every algebra A with 1 over the rational numbers. In particular, vk(A) < 
2k-4for k=6 and k=8. 
Remark. See [ 143 for lower bounds for uk(F[x]) and u,JF(x)). 
3. ALGEBRAS OVER FINITE FIELDS 
For any ring A with 1, its center, center(A) = C is defined as the set of all 
c in A such that (ab) c = (ac) b for all a, b in A. It is a commutative 
associative subring with 1 of A. 
In this section we prove Theorem 3(d). So we assume that A is an 
algebra with 1 over a finite field F (so Fc C, if A # 0). When A = C, 
uk(A) = v,JA) and w,J A) = w,JA) for all k, where p = char(F). Therefore 
it suffices to prove Theorem 3(d) in the case when kF# 0. Replacing, if 
necessary, F by its subfield {z E F: w,(z, C) < co}, we can assume that 
w,(z, C) < cc for all 17 in F. Under the conditions of Theorem 3, 
q=card(F)>k+l. Set d=GCD(q-1,k). 
Since the multiplicative group GL, F of F is cyclic, it is the disjoint union 
of d cosets with respect to the sugroup H of GL, F of its k th powers, and H 
coincides with the subgroup of all dth powers in GL, F. The function 
z + w,(z, C) on F is constant on each coset zH. 
For any element u of GL, F there is an element v of F such that 
w,(u, C) = w,(u, C) - I (to obtain u, drop a kth power in a representation 
of u as the sum of w,(u, C) kth powers in C). Therefore w,(z, C) < d for all 
z in F (cf. [16]) and 
1 w,(z,c)<o+(l+ ‘.. +d)(q-l)/d=(d+l)(q-1)/2. (11) 
ZEF 
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Let now a, ,..., ak be distinct elements of F. Inverting the Vandermonde 
matrix (a;), Q i G k,O G s c k _ i, we obtain bi in F such that 
By (11 ), there is c in GL, F such that 
;$, Wi(Cb,, C) d Cd+ 1) w. 
Then wk(z, A) < (d+ 1) k/2 for z= kcx+ c’c. When x ranges over A, z 
also ranges over A. So w,JA) < (d+ 1) k/2 < k(k + 1)/2. The first half of 
Theorem 3(d) is proved. 
When k4 d q, wk(z, F) d 2 for every z in F (see [lS]). Taking above 
c = b; ‘, we obtain that w,(kcx + c’c, A) < 1 + 2(k - 1) = 2k - 1 for all x in 
A, hence wk(A) 6 2k - 1. 
Remark. Our Theorem 3(d) improves and generalizes Theorem 2 of 
[ 163 which says that wk(z, A) < k(k + 1) for every element z of any field A 
with p=char(A)>k+ 1. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 3(c) 
As in Section 2, we can assume that kF # 0. Then we will show that 
w,(z, A) <‘$ (&p-l)*+ l)log,(k(p- 1)2+ 1) (13) 
for every z in A. 
If k <p - 1, then (13) follows from the sharper bound w,(z, A) k(k + 1)/2 
proved in Section 2 (because k/2 6 (p - 1)/2 and k + 16 k(p - 1)’ + 1. 
Let now k B p + 1. For any integer m B 1, let X(m) denote the set of all 
linear forms y=a,y,+ ... + a,~,,, in m variables yi with coefficients ai in 
the prime subfield F,,= Z/pZ of F. For any integer s > 1 we set 
Y(s, m) = Cy’, where the sum is taken over all y in X(m). Note that 
Y(s, m) belongs to the (commutative associative) polynomial ring 
FObI 7*.-j Yml. 
Many of these Y(s, m) are 0 for the following two reasons. First, a coef- 
ficient s!/i( 1 )! . . . i(s)! in y” is not 0 in F if and only if each i(l) is digit-wise 
less than or equal to s in base p. Second, the sum of all z’, where z ranges 
over Fo, is not zero if and only if s is divisible by p - 1. 
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Therefore, setting a,(s) to be equal to the sum of all digits of .s in base p. 
we have Y(s, HI) # 0 if and only if a,(s) > m(p - I ) and s is divisible by 
p- 1. Note that .~=a,,(.~) (mod(p- 1 )). 
In the case when k = 0 (mod(p - 1)) and k E - I (mod(p)), we take 
nz = k/(p - 1) to obtain the identity (where the new variable .Y commutes 
with all variables yI in)‘) 
c (~+.~)~1’=ksY(k,m)+ Y(k+ 1,m). 
J‘E .Y(rn) 
(14) 
Since the polynomial Y(k, m) has degree at most k in each variable yI, 
the assumption of Theorem l(c) allows to pick values c: for yj in F which 
are kth powers in C and such that the specialization of the polynomial 
Y(k, m) is a non-zero element of F. After the specialization, the right-hand 
side of (14) ranges over A as x ranges over A. The left-hand side is the sum 
of at most C w,(Y’, C) kth powers in A, where the sum is taken over all 
specializations y’ = x aicf; of y E X(m). Using that 
f w,(z, Fd<(d+ l)(p- 1)/2, 
I 
(15) 
where d= GCD(p - 1, k) (cf. Sect. 3), we obtain that 
M’k(A 16 P “-‘m(d+ I)(p- 1)/2<p”m(p- 1)/2,< ‘+ (k + I) log&k + 1 ), 
(16) 
because d+ 1 <p and p"<k+ 1. 
For an arbitrary k, we can find an integer c such that 1 < c <p - 1 and 
ck = 1 (mod(p)). Then, using (15), we obtain that 
P-l 
M’k(A)~wk,,,,-,,(A)~(kc(p-l)+l)~log,(kc(p-l)+l) 
Theorem 3(c) is proved. 
Remark. More complicated computations show that 
k+l 
Wp(A)<- l6 p310gp((k+l)(p-1)‘). 
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5. PROOF OF THEOREM 3(a) 
If p = 0, then uk(A) < 2(k - 1) k log(k) by Theorem 3(b) proved in Sec- 
tion 2. Since log(k) <k/e < 3k/8, we conclude that u*(A) < 3k2(k - 1)/4 for 
all k z 2. 
Assume now that char(F) = p # 0. We can assume also that kF# 0 
(otherwise, We = w,,,(A) = .. ). 
If F is finite, then w,JA) d k(k + 1)/Z by Theorem 3(d) proved above. 
Taking the derivative, we see that k + 1 < 3k(k - 1)/2 for all k >, 2. So 
wk(A) d k(k + 1)/2 < 3k2(k - 1)/4. 
If F contains a finite subfield F with card(F) > k4 (e.g., F is infinite and 
algebraic over its prime subfield F,), then the second part of Theorem 3(d) 
gives even sharper bound: wk(A) < 2k - 1 < k(k + 1)/2. 
Assume now that F is infinite. By Theorem 3(c), 
(17) 
Taking the derivative, we see that 
log,W - 1 I2 + 1) < 
k(p-l)‘-1 
(p2+ l)(p- 1)2- 1 log,((p2+ l)(P- l)‘+ 1) 
for kap’+l. Since (~~+l)(p-l)~+l<p~ and (p’+l)(p-1)2-l>, 
p2(p - 1)2, we conclude that 
p-2(p- 1))2. so 
log,(k(p- l)‘+ 1<4(k(p- 1)2- 1) 
(k(p- 1)2+ 1)(4(k(p- l)‘- l)~-~(p- 1)P2) 
d 2(p - 1)3 k2/p2. 
Note that (p - 1)’ <p4/9 (this is obvious when p 2 11, and can be easily 
checked when p = 2,3,5, or 7). Thus, 
wk(A) <2(p- 1)3 k’/p’ <2p2k2/9 
<2(k-l)k2/9<3(k-1)k2/4 
when k>p’+l. 
The only case left is the case when p -C k <p2 and F is not algebraic over 
its prime subfield F,,. Let z be in F and not algebraic over F,. Set y = zk. 
Let k=r,p+r, with 1 dr;<p-1. 
Let (ai, CZ~ ,...) = (0, I,..., p - 1, y, y + l,...) be all polynomials in F,[y] 
ordered lexicographically. In particular, uk = r, y + r,, - 1. 
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Inverting the Vandermonde matrix (a:), (, < h o ~ , c I, \ . , , we obtain 
-$ 0, Ia;= 
I=1 i 
O when s<k-2 
1 when .s=k- I, where h, = n (a, - a,). 
it! 
This gives the identity 
i b,-yx+a,)~=kx+c”. (18) 
i= I 
Set g(s) to be the product of all a, with p + 1 f i<s, and 
h = g( (r, + 1) p) g( ([r/2] + 1) p). Then the polynomial g is divisible by each 
polynomial b, ,..., h,. The degree of h is rip+ [r,/2]p<3(k- 1)/2. 
Thedegreeofb;isk-pwhenigr,p;k-r,-1 whenr,p+l<i<k.So 
the sum of the degrees of all 6, is (k-p)k+ ro(p-ro- i)> (k -p) k. 
Therefore the sum of degrees of all h/b, is at most 3(k - 1)‘/2 - (k -p) k. 
Thus, the total number of all non-zero coefficients in all polynomials 
h/b, ,..., h/bk is at most 3(k - 1)‘/2 - (k -p) k + k < 3(k - 1)‘/2. 
BY (1513 
hence 
i av,(ch/b,, F) d 3(k - 1 )‘p/4 d 3(k - I )3/4 
i= I 
for some c in GL,F,. Multiplying (18) by C, we obtain that 
w,(ckx+cc,)<3(k-1)3/4 for all x in A. So w,(A)<3(k-1j3/4< 
3(k - 1) k2/4. 
6. SMALL EXPONENTS k 
Here we verify the upper bounds for uk(A) and wJA) with 2 < k<6 
given in Table IV. The case of zero characteristic was done in Section 2, so 
we assume that char(F) = p # 0. Let F, be the prime subfield of F. 
Recall that uk(A)=wL(A) when k is odd. 
Case k=2. When p=2, we have u,(A) = w,(A) = 1. If p 3 3, then 
(x + 1)2 - x2 = 2x + 1 ranges over A as x ranges over A. So uZ(A) < 2. Since 
wz( - 1, F,) f 2, we conclude that w,(A) < 3. If w2( - 1, FO) = 1 (e.g., p = 5, 
13, 17 ,... ), then u,(A) = w,(A)<2. 
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Case k = 3. When p = 3, we have +(A) = 1. Otherwise we pick an 
element y # y* in F which is a cube in C. Then, for any x in A, 
(y-1)x3-y(x+1)3+(x+y)3=3x(y2-y)+y3-y. 
The right-hand side of this identity can be an arbitrary element of A. The 
left-hand side is the sum of 4 cubes. So o,(A) = We ,< 4. If p 2 5 and 2 is 
a cube in F. (e.g., p = 5, 11, 17 ,... ), then we take y = 2 in the identity to 
obtain that w3(A) d 3. 
Case k = 4. When p = 2, we have uq(A) = wq(A) = 1. 
When p = 3, we pick y # y3 in F which is a fourth power in C to obtain 
the identity 
(y- 1)x4-y(x+ 1)4+(x+y)4=x(y3-y)+y4-y 
for all x in A. So u4(A) d 4. Since M’~( - 1, F,) = ~‘~(2, F,) = 2, we obtain 
that w4(A) < 6. 
Suppose now that p 3 5. Then we use the identity 
(x+2)4-2(x+ 1)4$2(x- 1)4-(x-2)4= 12x 
to see that u4(A) ~6. By Theorem l(d) (with F,, instead of F), 
w4(A) < k(k + I)/2 = 10. 
When ~~(2, Fo)= 1 (e.g., p=7, ll,... ), o,(A)<4. When p=7, w4(A) < 
x4(1, F,) + ~~(-2, F,) + w4(2,Fo) + w4(-lrFo) = 1+2+1+2=6. 
Whenp=ll, wJ4(A) d w,(l, F,) + ~~(-2, F,) + tv4(2,Fo) + w,(-1, F,) 
= 1 +L+2+2=6. When p= 17, ~‘~(--l)= 1, hence w4(,4)=uq(A)<6. 
When p= 13, the identity (E-1)3~4=(~+3)4-3(x+2)4+ 
3(x+ 1)4- x4=4!x+4!3/2 shows that u,(A)<4 (we used that 
~‘~(3, Fd= 1) and w4(A) 6 ~~(1, F,) + ~‘~(-3, F,) + w,(3, F,,) + 
w,( - 1, F,,) = 1 + 2 + 1 + 2 = 6. 
Case k = 5. When p = 2, we pick y # y4 in F with ug( y, C) = 1. The iden- 
tity 
(y-1)x5-y(x+ 1)5+(x+y)5=x(y4-y)+y5-y 
shows that u,(A) = w,(A) Q 4. 
When p= 3, we pick y #y3 in F with w,(y, C) = 1. The identity 
(y-l)x5+(y+1)(x+1)5+y(x+2)5-(x+y)~+(x+y-1)5 
= x(y-y3)+y4-y3-y*+y 
shows that u,(A) d 7. 
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When P = 5, t15(A) = 1. Let now p 3 7. The identity 
(E- I)‘(E’-l)(EJ-l).? 
= (E’-2E6+E’+E3-2E+ 1).~?=5!6x+q, 
shows that u,(A)<& 
If vs(FO) = 1 (e.g., p = 7, 13, 17) then the identity (E- 1 )4x5 = 5!x + 5!2 
shows that o,(A),<5 
Casek=6. When p=2, u,(A)=K~,(A)=v,(A)<~ (see Case k=3). 
When p = 3, u6(A) = u?(A) d 2 and w6(A) = w*(A) d 3 (see Case k = 2). 
When p = 5, we pick JJ #.r’ in F with MZ~( I’), C) = 1. The identity 
shows that uJA) < 4. Since - 1 = 26 in F, w,(A ) = 06(A ). 
Let nowp>7. By Theorem l(d), w,(A)<k(k+ 1)/2=21. 
When p = 7, the identity (E - 1 )5 x6 = 6!.y + 6!5/2 (i.e., (1) with k = 6) 
shows that u&A ) < 12. 
When p = 13, the identity (cf. [7]) 
(E-1)(,!?- I)(,!?- l)(E’- l)(E’- l).u6==6!~2~3~7x+co 
shows that ug(A)< 10. Since 26= - 1 in F, w6(A)= Map. 
Finally, when p = 11 or p > 17. Rao’s identity [7] shows that the form 
xy + x; + x; + xi - x; - x; - x; - x; represents everything in A. So 
&j( ‘4 ) ,< 8. 
Whenp= 11, ut,(-1, F,)=2, hence w,(A)<4+4.2= 12. 
When p = 17, 46 = - 1 in F, hence M’~(A) = u6(A) < 8. 
7. PROOF OF THEOREM 5 
As in Section 3, we can assume that kA # 0. The case k = 1 is trivial, so 
let k 3 2. We proceed by induction on t. 
Assume first that t = 0, i.e., every element of A is algebraic over F. Take 
any z in A with wk(z, A) < co. We write z=al;+ ... +a:. Consider the 
F-subalgebra A’ of A generated by all ai. Since A’ is finite, A’/rad(A’) is the 
direct product of finite fields, where rad(A’) is the radical of A’. Since 
w,JF’) < k for any finite field F’ (see [16] or Sect. 3), there are b,,..., bk in 
A’ such that z - 1 3 b/; + . . + bi (mod rad(A’)). Since wk( 1 + u, A’) = 1 for 
any u in rad(A’) (because u is nilpotent and kA’= A’), w,(z, A’) < k + 1. 
Thus, wk(A) <k + 1. (Using the Hensel lemma, we can obtain that 
z)JA) <k.) 
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Assume now that t> 1. Taking A =F(y)[x]) in the proof of 
Theorem 3(a), (c), we obtain an identity of the form 
iE,( 
x+a,(y))k=c(y)x#O, (19) 
with a,(v), c(y) E F[x] and W= w,(F(y)[x]) satisfying the required 
inequalities. Now we can consider (19) as an identity on A, taking an 
arbitrary x in A and picking y in A such that the transcendence degree of 
the factor ring A/c(y) A is at most t - 1. By the induction hypothesis, 
x,(A/c(y) A)<k+ 1 + (t- 1) W. Therefore w,JA)< W+ w,(A/c(y)A)s+ 
k+l+(l-1) W=k+l+tW. 
Theorem 5 is proved. 
Remark. For u,JA) one obtains a sharper bound: uk(A) <k + t W. Note 
also that w,(F(y)[xl) d w,(F(y)Cxl) f or any subfield F’ of F. The similar 
inequality holds for uk. If F contains a primitive k’-root of 1 (e.g., F is 
algebraically closed), then W< k. Moreover then wp(A) <k for any 
F-algebra A with 1. 
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Note added in prooj Ted Chinburg (“Easier” Waring problems for commutative rings, 
Acta Arith. 35 (1979), 303-321) obtained an upper bound for uk(A), where A is a finitely 
generated commutative associative ring with 1. His bound grows exponentially with the num- 
ber of generators if k is composite and linearly with this number if k is a prime. He also 
claimed that the bound must go to infinity if k = 4 and for some other k. 
Recently (K. Thanigasalam, Improvement on Davenport’s iterative method and new results 
in additive number theory, Acta Arith. 46 (1985), J-31; R. C. Vaughan, On Waring’s problem 
for smaller exponents, Proc. London Math. Sot. 52, No. 3 (1986)). upper bounds for G(k) with 
k = 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 were obtained, which improve the bounds given in Table I. Also it was 
shown (C.R. Acad. Sri. Paris 303 (1986). 85-88. 161-163) that g(4) = 19. 
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